Workshop Details
Culture of Honesty is a three hour forum designed to nudge your team of
church leaders or staff to acknowledge and identify what isn’t being talked
about in your church culture and to provide initial concepts to move those
conversations forward in a productive, respectful and God-honoring way.

“Raising the level of respectful honesty
in our churches could prove to be one
of the most important developments of
the decade.”

Culture of Honesty Outline (3 hours)
Acknowledges our aversion to difficult conversations and introduces the
necessity of engaging them well

Session One

Addresses concepts such as “the terminal dance of niceness”,“the last
10%” and “how to diagnose the gap between full candor and your present
state” through video interaction between Tim Schroeder and Bill Hybels
Uses entertaining and educational group role playing to bring the
concepts home

Session Two

If your church or team struggles
to deal effectively with difficult
subjects or fails to act with
unity and conviction, a Culture of
Honesty session is a great way to
start the conversation and move
towards a solution.
Visit: growingleadership.com

Thought Contributers:

“If people can’t talk it out – they act it out”
“There is a way to be absolutely honest and absolutely loving,
simultaneously.”

Tim Schroeder

These and numerous other gems provide the backdrop of video interaction between Tim Schroeder and Joseph Grenny, leading to the opportunity for your team to hold a practice session discussing a “hot topic” of your
choosing

Bill Hybels

Principles of how to be 100% candid and 100% respectful from Joseph
Grenny will guide your discussion
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Culture of Honesty:
A culture where the full truth is consistently placed on top of the table in a
respectful, loving way, enabling the Body to productively deal with whatever
it needs to, as it seeks to carry out its Christ-given mission.
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